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Abstract: Missing traces in ground penetrating radar (GPR) B-scans (radargrams) may
appear because of limited scanning resolution, failures during the acquisition process or the
lack of accessibility to some areas under test. Four statistical interpolation methods for
recovering these missing traces are compared in this paper: Kriging, Wiener structures,
Splines and the expectation assuming an independent component analyzers mixture model
(E-ICAMM). Kriging is an adaptation to the spatial context of the linear least mean
squared error estimator. Wiener structures improve the linear estimator by including a
nonlinear scalar function. Splines are a commonly used method to interpolate GPR traces.
This consists of piecewise-defined polynomial curves that are smooth at the connections
(or knots) between pieces. E-ICAMM is a new method proposed in this paper. E-ICAMM
consists of computing the optimum nonlinear estimator (the conditional mean) assuming a
non-Gaussian mixture model for the joint probability density in the observation space. The
proposed methods were tested on a set of simulated data and a set of real data, and four
performance indicators were computed. Real data were obtained by GPR inspection of two
replicas of historical walls. Results show the superiority of E-ICAMM in comparison with
the other three methods in the application of reconstructing incomplete B-scans.
Keywords: GPR; independent component analysis; interpolation; missing data
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1. Introduction
Multiple ground penetrating radar (GPR) A-scans corresponding to different locations (“shifts”) are
usually organized in a B-scan (radargram) format to afford a 2D description of the specimen under
analysis [1]. The number of sampled locations (i.e., the resolution in the “shift” domain) is limited by
practical constraints, such as the duration of inspection, the volume of recorded data and accessibility
to specific areas. Moreover, uncontrolled failures during signal acquisition may lead to the loss of
relevant information, thus degrading the final quality of the B-scans. A possible solution not requiring
reacquisition of the GPR signals is the use of interpolation methods, which can recover missing data
from available data. The interpolation of missing or corrupted traces is a common processing step in
ground penetrating radar interpretation [2]. This study is limited to the interpolation of GPR B-scans.
In this context, there are three common GPR issues that require interpolation: (i) recovery of traces lost
due to sampling errors, particularly in difficult terrain; (ii) de-clipping of saturated GPR signals; and
(iii) re-sampling of data acquired in continuous trigger mode to a fixed sampling rate, also known as
rubber-band interpolation. In GPR, these issues are usually solved using spline interpolation [3].
Some works explore the possibility of using interpolation to increase the resolution of the acquired
GPR signals, a problem that is still under research (e.g., [4]). This improvement could help with the
development of techniques that benefit from high data resolution [5]. There have been some attempts
to analyze GPR data by performing hyperbola detection, which is robust to missing or anomalous data
(e.g., [6]). However, these attempts were performed on simulated data and real data in highly
controlled conditions, whereas this paper studies both simulated and real data in realistic conditions.
Interpolation capabilities rely on well-known sampling principles. In its simplest form, sampling
theory states that samples of a uniformly-sampled 1D signal may be perfectly interpolated by means of
an infinite linear filter [7] if the sampling frequency is high enough (i.e., at least twice the bandwidth in
the Fourier-transformed domain). The process becomes more complicated in cases of nonuniform
sampling and 2D signals. In addition, implementation of an infinite linear filter is not possible in
practice and must be replaced by a truncated version, leading to non-perfect recovery of the
interpolated samples. All of these problems impose severe limitations on the design of
deterministic interpolators.
Other approaches to the interpolation problem rely on statistical estimation theory. The available
samples are considered realizations of random variables that can be used to estimate the missing
samples. Available and missing samples are “connected” by a statistical model (e.g., the joint
probability density function), which must be known to implement estimators that are optimal
under some criterion. One main advantage of the statistical approach is the flexibility in the structure
and organization of data (time-space coordinates), because only the statistical dependence among them
is of concern.
Thus, in this paper, we present the results of analysis into the recovery of GPR missing traces using
statistical interpolators. Four methods are considered. Two of them (Kriging and Wiener structures) are
well-known techniques used in many different areas [8,9]. The third method (splines) is the standard
method employed for interpolation in GPR applications [1,10]. We propose a fourth method as a new
technique based on a general statistical non-Gaussian mixture model of the observation joint
probability density. The superior performance of the proposed method will be shown by simulated and
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real data experiments. Real data experiments were carried out on GPR data obtained from a replica of
historical walls.
In the next section, we briefly present the interpolation methods. Simulated and real data
experiments are presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Conclusions end the paper. We have
included the analytical derivations in the Appendices section.
2. Interpolation Methods
Let us consider an observation vector x of size [M × 1]. The meaning of the elements of x is not
constrained in any sense. They may represent a segment of a temporal or a space sequence; they may
correspond to a 1D alignment of 2D data, and so on. Assuming that
values from this vector are
unknown, the vector values can be grouped into two smaller dimension vectors: y (known values) and
z (unknown values). That is,
y
x= 
z

(1)

The goal is to optimally estimate or predict z from y. Estimation theory [11] gives us well-known
optimization criteria and their corresponding solutions. Basically, two general criteria have been
considered in practice: maximum likelihood (ML) and least mean squares error (LMSE), which leads
to two alternative solutions, namely
z ML = max
 p (z y)
z

z LMSE = E [ z y ] =  z p ( z y ) dz

(2)

where p (z/y) is the joint probability density of the unknown values z conditioned to the known values
y and E [z/y] is the conditional mean.
In general, the ML approach involves seeking the global maximum in a multidimensional function,
which can only be done by means of iterative algorithms. Hence, problems of initialization and
convergence to local maxima typically emerge. The LMSE criterion involves finding a nonlinear
function, which can reasonably approximate E [z/y]. This can be done in several ways. The simplest
form is to assume that a linear approximation is sufficient, thus reaching the solution of the linear
LMSE (LLMSE) criterion. The advantage of the LLMSE criterion is that the linear operator can be
obtained by simply solving a linear equation system (the Wiener-Hopf equations [12]). Moreover, only
second-order statistics are necessary to define this system.
In this study, we considered four methods that are representative of the ML and LMSE criteria.
Three of these methods already exist and have been extensively used, while the fourth is a novel
method presented and applied in this paper for the first time. The first method (Kriging) is an LLMSE
estimator based upon adapting the Wiener-Hopf equations to work with spatially-distributed data [8].
It has been extensively used in geostatistical applications [13], so it is particularly suited to the
processing of 2D data. The second method (Wiener structures) is composed of a linear estimator
followed by a scalar nonlinear function [9]. Although the use of Wiener structures by no means implies
the implementation of the nonlinear function E [z/y], some improvements can be expected with respect
to the LLMSE solution by including the scalar nonlinear function.
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The third method (Splines) consists of piecewise-defined polynomial curves that are smooth at the
connections (or knots) between pieces [10]. In this context, smoothness is defined as the continuity of
the function and its first two derivatives. The coefficients of the piecewise polynomials are calculated
such that: (1) the curve and its first two derivatives are continuous in the desired range; and (2) the
piecewise function is exactly equal to the observed value at each one of the knots. Splines can yield
good results even with low-order polynomials. For instance, the most commonly used splines are
cubic, which use third-order polynomial pieces. The splines method has been extensively applied for
data interpolation in GPR trace recovery and rubber-banding [1].
In this paper, we propose a novel LMSE method, which implements E [z/y] by assuming a general
statistical model for the joint probability density p (x). The general model is a non-Gaussian mixture,
which considers that x is generated from a mixture of independent component analyzers (independent
component analyzer mixture model, ICAMM) [14]. ICAMM is a versatile model that encompasses
almost every statistical description of the data. In particular, it generalizes the extensively used Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) (see, for instance, [15]). We thus obtained a very general LMSE solution. In this
paper, we present a comparison between the performance of the very general LMSE, that of the classical
Kriging and Wiener structure solutions and the commonly used splines method. The new estimator is
named E-ICAMM (E [z/y] assuming ICAMM), and it is derived in Appendix A.
Figure 1. Diagram of the alignment process. In this example, the size of the patch is [3 × 3].
ICAMM, independent component analyzer mixture model.

As indicated, Kriging and splines are suited to the processing of spatially-distributed data, such as
those obtained in GPR analysis. The other two methods must be adapted to the particular context of
GPR data. This was accomplished by following the steps shown in Figure 1. Each B-scan from the
GPR signals is divided into squares of fixed size or “patches”. Thus, if the size of a patch is [L × L],
each patch comprises L consecutive time samples from L adjacent traces. Then, each patch is
transformed into a column vector with M = L2 components by vertically concatenating the columns of
the patch. Each one of these vectors is considered an observation x. In this paper, this preprocessing is
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called “alignment.” The definition of the partition of known and unknown data =
depends
on the particular experiment, as shown in the following sections.
The quality of the estimation yielded by each method can be measured with a variety of performance
indicators. We have selected the following four indicators: (1) the signal to interference ratio (SIR, [16]),
which measures the sample error; (2) Kullback-Leibler divergence ([17]), which measures the distance
between the probability density function of the true data and the predicted data; (3) cross-correlation at
lag zero ([18]), which measures the temporal and spatial similarity between signals; and (4) mean
structural similarity (MSSIM, [19]), an index commonly used in image processing that measures the
structural similarity between two images. These indicators are defined in Appendix B.
Uncertainty, Accuracy and Error
We will now briefly consider the behavior of the proposed methods and error indicators with
respect to interpolation accuracy, error and uncertainty. The careful analysis of the dependence of
these values on the proposed methods is a complex task, and it is outside of the scope of this study.
However, some significant conclusions are possible about these issues, as given in the following.
Thus, Kriging predicts missing data using neighboring values and the spatial covariance function.
This covariance is usually estimated by fitting a model to known data, and its correct estimation
determines the accuracy of the interpolated data. Furthermore, Kriging is known to over-smooth data
as the number of missing values (or the distance to the known values) increases [8], also decreasing the
accuracy of the model.
The properties of a Wiener structure depend on those of the algorithm used for the linear stage of
the structure. Aside from that, the estimation of the nonlinear function can also affect the performance
of the Wiener structure [9]. Smaller estimation windows increase interpolation accuracy at the cost of
increasing uncertainty, since the correction can change rapidly for similar outputs of the linear stage.
The nonlinear correction stage is immune to the number of missing values, because each missing value
is treated separately.
Splines calculate the smooth polynomial curve that fits the known data values with minimum
energy. The performance of the interpolation depends on the order of the polynomials and the
smoothing parameter. Since third-order polynomials are commonly used, the smoothing parameter
reduces uncertainty at the cost of some accuracy. The error can increase with the number of missing
values, although it depends on the variation between known values. If these variations are close to the
function with minimum energy, the error will be low. Conversely, if the variations deviate from said
function, the error will increase.
Unlike the previously-presented methods, E-ICAMM has an iterative stage (see Equation (A8) in
Appendix A). In practice, however, one iteration is enough to provide a good result. The method
always converges after one step to the same result, removing any possible uncertainty in the result.
Since it is an LMSE method, the interpolation accuracy of E-ICAMM is usually high. Furthermore, the
method is highly resistant to the number of missing values, because the structure of the data is captured
in the ICAMM. Although the result is not independent from the number of missing data, it is more
robust in this regard than Kriging and splines. The selection of the number of classes and the ICA
estimation algorithm affects the interpolation performance of E-ICAMM.
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Of all proposed error indicators, the SIR and the Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD) are the ones
that most closely measure the accuracy and the uncertainty in the interpolated results. The correlation
and the MSSIM are more sensitive to the spatial structure of the data. Since the SIR is inversely
proportional to the mean squared error, it is inversely proportional to the accuracy and the error. The
KLD measures the difference between probability densities. The error, uncertainty and accuracy affect
the probability density of the interpolated data, which, in turn, increases the KLD with respect to the
true data.
3. Results and Discussion
The synthetic GPR data were obtained from the simulation of the 2D model shown in Figure 2a.
This model was a homogeneous wall surrounded by air with five discontinuities inside the wall. This
model was designed so that it was similar to the real data. The simulated radargram was obtained by
applying a ray tracing algorithm in MATLAB®. The resulting B-scan is shown in Figure 2b. The wall
had dielectric permittivity ,
= 8 (e.g., old cement), and the discontinuities had dielectric
permittivity: , = , = 20 (wet cement, in gray in Figure 2a), , = , = 1 (air, in black) and
, = 81 (water, in white). The final B-scan had 512 traces, and each trace was 1024 samples long.
Other parameters were: inline spacing distance, 5 mm; time sampling period, 10 picoseconds; center
frequency of the GPR antenna, 1.5 GHz, with a 1-GHz bandwidth; and signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 30 dB.
The SNR corresponds to a low noise signal and was chosen to improve the representation of
reflections. The noise was modeled with a K-distribution, because it is often the distribution that best
fits radar clutter [20].
Figure 2. Simulated ground penetrating radar (GPR) data: (a) initial model of the ground;
(b) simulated radargram.

Kriging and splines are suited to spatially-distributed data, whereas the other methods discussed in
this paper require data alignment. Hence, we considered two patch sizes, [8 × 8] and [16 × 16]
samples, which were converted to column vectors of M = 64 and 256 variables, respectively. These
patch sizes are typical in image processing applications, particularly [8 × 8], which gained popularity
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due to the importance of JPEG compression and other methods related to the discrete cosine transform
(DCT). The fast implementation of such methods requires patch sizes that are powers of two [21].
Patch size, however, is usually determined using empirical methods.
It was assumed that l out of every L GPR traces was corrupted or not captured at all in the
experiment (l < L). Thus, the proposed prediction methods were used to interpolate missing
information in these traces. Such a scenario could arise while increasing the horizontal scanning rate
(i.e., the number of “sampled” locations) by interpolating new traces from the available ones; in this
case, the new traces can be considered missing traces and can be interpolated. A similar scenario arises
when problems during the data measuring process occur; for instance, if the antenna is moved too fast
across the surface and the measurement device is unable to take a proper sample of some locations of
the underlying terrain. In this case, however, missing traces would be located at random intervals,
depending on the speed of the antenna.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. First, the simulated data are aligned if necessary, and
then, any model parameters (such as the covariance function for Kriging or the ICAMM parameters)
are calculated from the complete original radargram. In general, the number of classes for ICAMM is
determined from the data, either from data with several known classes or by testing several models
with an increasing number of classes. Estimation of the ICAMM parameters, however, was a complex
process because of the high dimensionality of signals and the high correlation between radargram
patches. In the end, we opted for an ICAMM with a single class, whose parameters were found using
topographic independent component analysis (TICA [22]). TICA is an ICA algorithm that is
commonly used to model natural images, and it employs the same data alignment as that shown in
Figure 1.
Figure 3. Diagram showing the steps followed in the prediction experiment on simulated
GPR data. This process is repeated for every number of missing traces per patch.

Once the data model parameters required for the implementation of predictors were estimated from
the full data, l out of every L traces were marked as erroneous or missing (l < L). The result is shown
in Figure 4, where marked traces are marked in red. The equal intervals were selected to obtain an
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average of prediction performance across the whole B-scan. In practice, local results oscillated near the
average values. Marked traces were centered within their patches in order to ensure that there was
always some information at the first and last traces of the radargram. This process avoided
extrapolation. The missing data were then predicted with each proposed method. Therefore, a
substantial number of data were removed from each affected patch, because even a single missing
trace caused at least L missing data from every affected patch, where L is eight or 16.
Figure 4. Selection of missing or erroneous traces for the prediction experiment:
(a) original simulated data; (b) simulated data with missing traces shown in red.

The radargram with missing traces was aligned, and the proposed estimation methods were used to
interpolate these erroneous data. Afterward, the similarity between the interpolated data and the true data
was measured with the four performance indicators defined in Appendix B: SIR, Kullback-Leibler
divergence, correlation at lag zero and MSSIM.
The above experiment was repeated multiple times, each time increasing the number of missing
traces around each selected position. The number of missing traces ranged from one to the number of
traces per patch minus two (e.g., six traces for [8 × 8] patches). This range was decided to keep at least
some information available within every patch.
The results for patches of size [8 × 8] are shown in Figure 5. These results can be split into
two regions, depending on the amount of reconstructed data. For low amounts of missing traces per
patch, splines performed slightly better than E-ICAMM, Kriging obtained the third best result and
Wiener structures achieved the worst result. For higher amounts of missing traces, the performance of
E-ICAMM matched that of splines and even exceeded it for six missing traces per patch. Furthermore,
Wiener structures obtained the third best result when the number of missing traces was high.
This performance was owed to the fast worsening of Kriging as the number of missing traces
increased, since Wiener structures were more resistant to growth in the amount of unknown data.
Figure 6 shows the result for patches of size [16 × 16]. E-ICAMM improved its performance with
higher patch size, and the other methods obtained similar results as for the [8 × 8] size experiment.
E-ICAMM obtained the best result for all considered amounts of missing traces in SIR, correlation and
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MSSIM. Splines obtained the second best result, followed by Kriging and then Wiener structures. This
result might indicate that the ICA mixture model is more appropriate for [16 × 16] patches.
Figure 5. Performance indicator results for interpolation of the simulated radargram for
patches of size [8 × 8]: (a) SIR, in dB; (b) Kullback-Leibler divergence; (c) correlation at
lag zero; (d) MSSIM, mean structural similarity.

Figure 6. Performance indicator results for interpolation of the simulated radargram for
patches of size [16 × 16]: (a) SIR, in dB; (b) Kullback-Leibler divergence; (c) correlation
at lag zero; (d) MSSIM, mean structural similarity.
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In terms of processing time, Kriging and Wiener structures are more time-consuming than
E-ICAMM and splines, although splines is slightly faster than E-ICAMM. Although the E-ICAMM
interpolation itself is faster than splines, E-ICAMM requires a previously-estimated ICAMM, which is
a costly procedure. The same ICAMM can be used multiple times, even if the number of missing
traces changes or they are moved around, which reduces the difference in computational cost.
Figure 7. Results for [16 × 16] patches with nine missing traces per patch: (a) simulated data;
(b) simulated data with missing traces; (c–f) resulting B-scans after interpolation; and
(g–j) prediction error B-scans.
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Figure 7 shows the results for [16 × 16] patches with nine missing traces per patch: simulated data
(Figure 7a); simulated data with missing traces (Figure 7b); B-scans after interpolation by the studied
methods (Figure 7c–f); and prediction error yielded by the studied methods (Figure 7g–j).
In concordance with the values in Figure 5, Kriging achieved the worst result, Wiener structures
improved with respect to Kriging and E-ICAMM obtained the best quality interpolation,
outperforming the results of splines. E-ICAMM and splines both perfectly reconstructed the reflections
at the beginning and end of the wall, and the hyperbolas were better reconstructed by
E-ICAMM (particularly the hyperbolas for Defects 2 and 5, at the right end of the wall, as depicted by
Figure 7).
4. A Real Data Application
The experiment was carried out on data obtained from a multidisciplinary study on two replicas of
historical walls. These data have been used in previous studies [23,24]. Two walls were built in a
laboratory to control their composition and introduce certain defects or discontinuities at specific
locations. They were built using travertine ashlars from Godella quarry (Spain), and each ashlar was
40 × 30 × 20 cm. The mix was 0:1:3, with no cement and one part sand for every three parts hydraulic
lime (NHL5 class). This impoverished mortar is typical of historical buildings and achieves low
compressive strength (<4 MPa). The total dimensions of the walls were 287 cm in length, 220 cm in
height and 20 cm in thickness. A picture of one of the walls is shown in Figure 8. In order to simulate
realistic load conditions, the walls were entered into a hydraulic press set to a pressure of 50 tons.
The GPR equipment consisted of a SIR-3000 data acquisition system and a 1.6-GHz center
frequency antenna (model 5100B) from Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc. The dimensions of the
antenna were 3.8 × 10 × 16.5 cm. The antenna was fit to an encoder cart built ad hoc for the
experiment. The encoder cart was used for two reasons: (1) to ensure a uniform sampling of the wall,
capturing data at a constant rate; and (2) to help with the displacement of the antenna across the
(uneven) surface of the wall.
Each wall was scanned with the GPR in order to detect any significant flaw, crack or discontinuity.
This survey was performed following a grid of trajectories with seven vertical lines and four horizontal
lines, placed more or less uniformly along the surface of the wall (see Figure 8a). Thus, in total,
11 B-scans were obtained for each of the two walls. All 11 radargrams were used for this prediction
experiment, and the results were averaged. Figure 8b shows an example radargram obtained for
vertical radar Line 1 of Figure 8a. Each B-scan was composed of 443 traces, each one 1024 samples
long. The inline spacing distance was 6 mm; the time sampling period was approximately
10 picoseconds, and the total time for each trace was 10 nanoseconds.
The procedure was the same as that explained for simulated data; including alignment, interpolation
methods and patch sizes. Results for interpolation using [8 × 8] patches are shown in Figure 9.
All proposed methods achieved better performance with real data than with simulated data (see Figure 5).
This was due to differences in the GPR data. The real data included planar targets (wall discontinuities),
and thus, several structures of the real radargrams were spread over many patches, resulting in higher
redundancies. Improvement of real data analysis over simulated data was greater for E-ICAMM and
splines, which yielded much better results than Kriging and Wiener structures. The performance of
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E-ICAMM and splines was similar, and E-ICAMM obtained a slightly higher SIR for a high amount
of missing traces (see Figure 9a). Wiener structures performed better than Kriging, except for very low
amounts of missing traces, indicating a higher presence of nonlinearities in real data with respect to
simulated data.
Figure 8. Picture of the wall under test: (a) studied wall, with green lines indicating the
scanned trajectories considered for this work; (b) captured GPR radargram for the scanned
trajectory of vertical radar Line 1. The reflections corresponding to front and back faces of
the wall are indicated in the radargram. The wave velocity used to estimate distances was
equal to 92.56 × 106 m/s, which is equivalent to a dielectric permittivity of εr = 10.50.

Figure 9. Performance indicator results for prediction of the real radargram for patches of
size [8 × 8]: (a) SIR, in dB; (b) Kullback-Leibler divergence; (c) correlation at lag zero;
(d) MSSIM, mean structural similarity.
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Results for [16 × 16] patches are shown in Figure 10. As with the simulated data, the performance
of E-ICAMM was improved with the larger patch size. E-ICAMM and splines performed similarly for
low amounts of missing traces, but the relative result of E-ICAMM became better for higher
concentrations of missing traces per patch. This is more noticeable in the SIR and MSSIM indicators
(Figure 10a,c, respectively). The maximum difference was for the case with 12 missing traces per
patch. The difference was lower for 13 and 14 missing traces due to the larger number of missing data
in the patch. With 13 or 14 missing traces, the ICAMM no longer had enough information about the
structure of the data to reconstruct the signal with high accuracy. The performance of Kriging and
Wiener structures was similar to their performance for [8 × 8] patches (Figure 9).
Figure 10. Performance indicator results for prediction of the real radargram for patches of
size [16 × 16]: (a) SIR, in dB; (b) Kullback-Leibler divergence; (c) correlation at lag zero;
(d) MSSIM, mean structural similarity.

Figure 11 shows the following B-scans: simulated data, simulated data with missing traces and
result and prediction error obtained by the studied methods using [16 × 16] patches, with 10 missing
traces per patch. Prediction error results are in accordance with the indicators in Figure 10. The highest
errors are for interpolation using Kriging and Wiener structures methods; splines performed better than
Kriging and Wiener structures; and E-ICAMM achieved the best interpolation (i.e., minimum
prediction error), outperforming the other methods. The error was higher around the borders of the
wall. This effect was more marked for splines and E-ICAMM (Figure 11e, 11f, respectively). Error for
E-ICAMM is negligible, however, and the reconstruction is very close to the real data, even more so
for the inside of the wall.
As for the processing times for each method, results were almost identical to those for the
simulated data.
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Figure 11. Results vertical radar Line 1 of the wall in Figure 8, for [16 × 16] patches with
10 missing traces per patch: (a) real data; (b) real data with missing traces; (c–f) resulting
B-scan after interpolation; and (g–j) prediction error B-scans. The amplitude was
normalized to the unit power.

To extend the testing of the proposed methods in an application-oriented context, we performed a
simple detection experiment on the real radargrams. The radargrams from Wall 2 were used to detect
two discontinuities within the wall. The first one was a hollow filled with cement near the upper-left
corner of the wall, of a size of 8 × 6 × 2 cm (width, height and length). The second discontinuity was a
vertical crack near the right end of the wall, of a size of 0.15 × 5 × 8 cm (width, height and length).
The detection algorithm consisted of the following steps: (i) band-pass filtering to remove noise;
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(ii) background removal using the local mean; (iii) calculation of the envelope of the signals; and
(iv) thresholding. This algorithm was valid for our study. Developing an optimum detection algorithm
on a set of real GPR data is a challenging task and was therefore beyond the scope of this study.
The detection algorithm was used on the full data set and with the reconstructed results for the case
with [16 × 16] patches and 12 missing traces per patch. The detection results, summarized by the area
under the ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve were as follows: 0.6588 (real data),
0.6586 (reconstruction with E-ICAMM), 0.6323 (reconstruction with splines), 0.5546 (reconstruction
with Kriging) and 0.5259 (reconstruction with Wiener structures). These areas were calculated for
false alarm probabilities between zero and 0.5. E-ICAMM yielded results that were consistently almost
identical to those of the data without missing traces. Splines yielded the next best result, and Kriging
and Wiener structures yielded the worst detection rates. These results are in concordance with results
in Figure 11, showing that a good interpolation can help with subsequent GPR processing steps.
5. Conclusions
We have presented a comparative study of different statistical interpolation methods for recovering
missing data in ground penetrating radar (GPR) B-scans (radargrams). The studied methods were the
following: two classical methods representative of linear (Kriging) and nonlinear (Wiener structures)
interpolators; the standard method used in GPR for interpolation (splines); and a novel method, called
E-ICAMM (expectation assuming an independent component analyzers mixture model). E-ICAMM
computes the conditional mean of unknown values under the assumption of an underlying independent
component analyzers mixture model (ICAMM) for the joint probability densities of the observations.
ICAMM is a very general and versatile model, which encompasses the majority of existing statistical
models, in particular the classical Gaussian mixture model (GMM). E-ICAMM implements the
optimum solution (the conditional mean) under the (highly unrestrictive) constraint of ICAMM. These
methods were tested with experiments on simulated and real GPR data.
First, the methods were used to reconstruct missing traces on a set of simulated GPR data. In order
to use some of the methods, this application required transformation of the B-scan to a temporal signal
by decomposition of the original image into square patches, a process that we have called “alignment.”
The results show that splines and E-ICAMM outperformed the classical methods. The relative
performance of E-ICAMM and splines depended on the patch size used for alignment. Two patch sizes
were considered [8 × 8] and [16 × 16]. In both cases, Kriging yielded the worst result, Wiener
structures yielded the second worst result and E-ICAMM and splines yielded the best results.
On average, Wiener structures obtained a signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) 2 dB higher than that of
Kriging, yet 8–9 dB lower than that of splines and E-ICAMM. The other error indicators showed
a similar result. The relative performance of E-ICAMM and splines changed with patch size.
For [8 × 8] patches, splines yielded a slightly better result than E-ICAMM (1.4 dB higher SIR on
average, with most performance indicators being similar). For [16 × 16] patches, E-ICAMM yielded a
consistently better result than splines for all considered indicators, particularly an SIR that was 3 dB
better on average. Furthermore, the reconstruction of the proposed method was the best in terms of the
shape of the recovered hyperbolas.
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In the second experiment, the proposed methods were used to reconstruct missing data from real
GPR records based on two replicas of historical walls. This experiment also required the alignment of
the data. The interpolation performance in the real radargram was different because of the higher
presence of planar targets in the data. The classical methods (Kriging, Wiener structures) decreased
their performance with respect to their results for synthetic data (a 9 dB average decrease in SIR),
while splines and E-ICAMM both yielded a better result with real data than with synthetic data (8 dB
average increase in SIR). Therefore, the difference in performance between the results of splines and
E-ICAMM and those of the classical methods was higher for real data than it was for the synthetic
radargram. Conversely, the distance between the performance of splines and E-ICAMM was lower
than it was for simulated data. For [8 × 8] patches, E-ICAMM obtained a similar result to splines, with
an average difference of 0.36 dB in SIR in favor of the former. For [16 × 16] patches, E-ICAMM
yielded better results than splines for all considered error indicators, with an average increase in SIR of
2.3 dB. This improvement was more noticeable for a range of missing traces (7–13 errors out of every
16 traces). Notably, the performance of E-ICAMM suffered little decline as the number of missing
traces increases, particularly for the case with patch size [16 × 16]. Furthermore, we proved that the
improved reconstruction leads to a better detection of discontinuities in the wall. In this task, the
reconstruction by E-ICAMM consistently yielded results that approached the quality of results
corresponding to the whole data set (without missing traces). In terms of the area under the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve, the data interpolated with E-ICAMM yielded a value almost
identical to that of the complete (non-interpolated) data set (0.6586 and 0.6588, respectively).
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Appendix A
Let us assume that the joint probability density of the elements of vector x can be modeled by a
mixture model with K classes Ck, k = 1, …, K:
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K

p ( x ) = p ( y,z ) =  p ( y,z | Ck )P ( Ck )

(A1)

k =1

Then:
K

K

k =1

k =1

p ( z | y ) p ( y ) =  p ( z | y, Ck )P ( y | Ck ) P ( Ck ) =  p ( z | y, Ck )P ( Ck | y ) P ( y )
(A2)

K

p ( z | y ) =  p ( z | y, Ck ) ⋅ P ( Ck | y )
k =1

Hence, the conditional mean will be:
K

K

k =1

k =1

E [ z | y] =  zp ( z | y ) dz =  zp ( z | y, Ck ) dz ⋅ P ( Ck | y ) = E [ z | y, Ck ] ⋅ P ( Ck | y )

(A3)

To compute E [z | y, Ck] in the sum, we assume that P (x | Ck) follows an ICA model,
x = A k s k + b k  p ( x C k ) = d et A k

−1

⋅ p (s k ( n ))

(A4)

where Ak, sk and bk are, respectively, the mixing matrix, the sources and the centroids corresponding to
class Ck (Equation (A4) in conjunction with Equation (A1) leads to the mixture model ICAMM) [14].
Let us define the demixing matrix Wk =
; we can write:
y
y
Wk   =  Wyk Wzk    = Wyk y + Wzk z = sk + Wk bk 
z
z

Wzk z = sk + Wk bk − Wyk y

(A5)

And:
W zk E [ z | y , C k ] = E [ s k | y , C k ] + Wk b k − W yk y

(A6)

Given the known value y, Equation (A6) represents an overdetermined linear system of equations,
.
which can be solved in the unknown E [z | y, Ck], using, for example, the pseudoinverse
E [ z | y , C k ] = W zk+ ( E [ s k | y , C k ] + W k b k − W yk y )

(A7)

This requires knowledge of E [sk|y, Ck]. We have considered an iterative algorithm, which
iteratively computes E [z | y, Ck]and E [sk | y, Ck], namely:
E [ sk | y, Ck ]( 0) = 0
for i = 1 to I

(

E [ z | y, Ck ](i ) = Wzk+ E [ sk | y, Ck ](i ) + Wk b k − Wyk y
E [ sk | y, Ck ](i ) = Wzk E [ z | y, Ck ](i ) − Wk b k + Wyk y

)

(A8)

i = i +1
end

Results in this paper correspond to only one iteration (I = 1), because no significant improvements
were observed for more than one iteration.
This is repeated for every class to obtain the values E [sk | y, Ck], k = 1, …, K required in Equation (A3).
We also need to compute P (Ck | y), k = 1, …, K. Using Bayes rule:
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P ( Ck | y ) =

P ( y | Ck ) P ( Ck )
P ( y | Ck ) P ( Ck )
P ( y | Ck )
= K
= K
p(y)
 P ( y | Cl ) P ( Cl )  P ( y | Cl )
l =1

(A9)

l =1

where we have considered that all classes are (a priori) equally probable, and P (y | Ck), k = 1, …, K
may be obtained using any statistical modeling from training data (a dimension-reduced ICAMM).
Appendix B
Four error-performance indicators were selected to evaluate the quality of each interpolation
method. A brief definition and explanation of them follows. We will call the estimate of the true
value z computed by any of the four methods.
Signal-to-Interference Ratio
The first indicator chosen was the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), a commonly-used performance
indicator [16]. It is defined as:

z

SIR =
where ‖ ‖ =

∑

and ‖ −

‖=

2

z − zˆ

∑

(

(B1)

2

− ̂ ) are the Euclidean norms of the

corresponding vectors. Notice that SIR is the inverse of the normalized square error of the estimate.
Kullback-Leibler Divergence
The second performance indicator is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD), a classical indicator
of distance between two probability distribution functions [17]. In this case, we computed the distance
between the densities of the predicted data (p ( ))and that of real data(p ( )). A symmetrized version
of the indicator was used:
∞
∞
 p (v) 
 p zˆ ( v ) 
KLD =  p z ( v ) ⋅ log z
 dv + −∞p zˆ ( v ) ⋅ log
 dv
−∞
 p zˆ ( v ) 
 pz ( v ) 

(B2)

Cross-Correlation at Lag Zero
Cross-correlation (CORR) at lag zero is a classical similarity measure between two sequences of
numbers [18]. It can be defined in different related forms. Here, we define it as:
CORR =

(
(‖

) (
)
‖ ,‖
‖ )

(B3)

where and are, respectively, the sample means of z and . With this definition, we assure that the
CORR value is inside the range [−1, 1].
Structural Similarity Index
The fourth performance indicator is the structural similarity index (SSIM), an indicator of similarity
between two images [19], which can be applied to the comparison between two vectors. This is
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performed first at a local level, by comparing the differences in “luminance”, “contrast” and
“structures”, corresponding to every couple , , as defined by the following equations:
luminance comparison: l ( zm , zˆm ) =

2 μzm ⋅ μ zˆm + C1

μz2 + μzˆ2 + C1
m

contrast comparison: c ( zm , zˆm ) =

m

2σ zm ⋅ σ zˆm + C2

σ z2 + σ zˆ2 + C2
m

structure comparison: s ( zm , zˆm ) =

(B4)

m

σz

m zˆm

+ C3

σ z ⋅ σ zˆ + C3
m

m

where
, ̂ , are, respectively, the means of the true and the predicted values,
, ̂ are the
corresponding standard deviations and
is the corresponding cross-correlation coefficient. C1, C2,
C3 are small positive values that give stability to the indicator.
The local SSIM is calculated as:
SSIM (

, ̂ )=

(

, ̂ )

(

, ̂ )

(

, ̂ )

(B5)

where α, β, γ are parameters that set the relative importance of each term. In this work, we consider
α = β = γ = 1, C1 = R/100, C2 = R × 3/10 and C3 = C2/2 (where R is the dynamic range of the true
values) as estimated in [19]. The mean SSIM (MSSIM) is the average of all the local SSIM:
1 Munk
MSSIM =
⋅  SSIM ( zm , zˆm )
Munk n=1

(B6)
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